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I purchased this product to become a certified deaf interpreter [CDI]; however, the DVD, which is an
intergral part of the material, is not captioned or in any way accessible to a deaf customer. It is
incredible that a product for the deaf community would be marketed without complying with the
Americans with Disabilities Act [ADA].

This books is worthless.- It teaches outdated models of interpreting.- The material is not ADA
compliant and thus does a disservice to the Deaf community and future CDIs.- The book is self
published and riddled with spelling, grammar, and format errors.- It does NOT serve as a good
introduction to the field because much of the information is in conflict with current peer-reviewed
research.Interpreters at Gallaudet agree - stop giving this woman money by making this a required
text for AA/Certificate Interpreting Training Programs. There are MUCH better sources out there.

the book was in a wrapper but though the whole book words and letters were missing on the inside
edge of every page but it was too late to send back made it though the course with an A despite the
poor quality in printing

The content of this book is mediocre-average, but the editing (or lack thereof) is very distracting.

Sometimes it is difficult to understand what the author intended (in terms of grouping ideas and
categories) because the editing and formating is so off.

I thought I was receiving a paperback and instead receiving DVD. Needs to change cover picture.
Very unhappy. My class requires us the book and now I have a DVD in which this cannot be
watched in class.

I'm not sure why this fourth edition 5 CD set is sold as a "companion" to the textbook when the
fourth edition textbook ONLY comes bundled with a DVD with the same material as this 5 CD
set.I'm forced to buy the third edition text to go with the fourth edition study guide, but I'm not even
sure if the third edition textbook is completely compatible with this CD-ROM version of the study
guide.The publisher apparently dropped the ball on this one (or maybe there was a small window
when the fourth edition texts and study guides were able to purchased separately without getting a
redundant DVD).In my case, I'm now stuck with a useless fourth (latest) edition study guide.

I just received yet ANOTHER dvd for this item... now wasting a total of $100 between purchases
and shipping costs. If the title of the product clearly states "paperback", I would assume that I am
purchasing the text, and not yet, another supplementary DVD.

Terrific book loaded with TONS of information for the Interpreter. It's a prerequisite in preparing for
the Registry Interpreter of the Deaf national board exam. I certainly can see why! It has the current
theories of interpreting, and much more. The book came with a CD but I have not looked at it yet to
see what the contents are. I'm confident once I have digested the tome I will pass the board exam!
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